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Jamine Becket-Griffith shares her Halloween dreams with beautiful gothic maidens, magical autumn

fairies, characters from Dia de los Muertos, and a fun mix of pumpkins, witches, and skeletons. This

coloring book includes fine detail coloring as well as broad patches and fun characters for those

who like a simpler approach. Each coloring pattern features an enlightening description of the

painting itâ€™s based on and the character depicted to satisfy the curiosity of the artistâ€™s many

fans. Printed on premium, heavy stock art paper.
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Summary:"Jasmine Becket-Griffith Halloween Coloring Book" contains 46 pages of illustrations and

3 pages of introductory material. It measures approx. 8.5 x 11 inches and is sewn into a thick brown

cardboard cover with a removeable dust jacket. Featuring gothic and halloween inspired artwork,

this book is appropriate for colorists 16+ on all skill levels.Paper:The paper in this book is cream

colored and quite heavy(almost like cardstock). Most of the pages feature a single image and have

a small descriptive paragraph on the reverse, but there are a few with 4 smaller pictures grouped

together as well. No pages are perforated. All mediums are okay to use as is, but alcohol based

markers will bleed through. Be sure to place several sheets of paper under your current picture to

prevent color transfer.Artwork:The artwork featured in this book is all original and highly stylized.

There is a strong emphasis on dark subject matter. Inside you'll see witches, skeletons, pumpkins,

wolves, cats, and vampires. There are also some pictures featuring death traditions and lore from

various cultures around the world. Nearly all of the images feature a full body with a complete



background, but there are a few that are done in portrait style. All of the images are finished by a

thin black border and end before reaching the binding. If you choose to remove them, nothing will be

lost. Detail level does vary a bit from page to page and print quality is high. Picture completion time

should range from 3-8 hours(may be slightly different for each individual). Overall, this is a

beautifully composed book with a fun take on Halloween. It would be best suited for colorists who

enjoy dark or gothic imagery.

Another amazing big eyed girl coloring book by Jasmine Becket-Griffith! I pre-ordered it the day it

came out because I loved the first book so much & it doesn't disappoint. If you like big eyed girls,

this is a must have coloring book!

Another amazing masterpiece for Ms. Jasmine Becket-Griffith. She is one of my favorite artists. I

had the first coloring book and when I saw this one, I had to have. Halloween is my favorite holiday,

and when you add her work you get perfection.The pictures are detailed, but not too much where it

is too busy. There are many varieties, so you can choose to finish in one sitting or you can take

several days. The pages are nice and thicker then normal. So, using water pencils or gel pens work

wonderfully.Now all she needs to do is a Disney one and we would have the trifecta.

Another amazing product from Jasmine Becket-Griffith. If you love her artwork and want to color it

yourself then this is the book for you. Amazing paper to color Jasmine amazing work, the paper is

thick and of high quality. I wish I could give more STARS. ~ A

I got my book by Jasmine Becket-Griffith today and it is amazingly beautiful. I am in love with her

last book and this one is the same. I hope to see more adult coloring books come out by her. True

artist work with a great imagination.

Another amazing coloring book by the beautiful Jasmine ! I collect almost everything she has to

offer. From figurines to tarot/oracle decks, and now her coloring books. I usually order from , but a

computer error delayed my preorder of this item so I bought it elsewhere. It's all good !!!

She is my favorite artist and this book did not disappoint. I love it so much I'm debating if I even

want to color it. Maybe I will buy another one. Can't say enough of good things about this book. Was

so happy when it finally came. I preordered it and forgot about it so it was like a gift to myself. Can't



wait until the next coloring book. I have 2 of hers :)

Fantastic book ! It has tons of beautifully drawn images for all the little Halloween lovers, or if you

like vampires witches or other things that go bump n the night you will love this book. It is standard

size with pretty decent paper in it. My prismacolor pencls do very well on this paper, I cannot say if

there will be bleed thru with markers or gel pens because dont use either. Both Jasmines books are

fantastic and if you dont have them I would sure recommend them both !
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